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ABSTRACT Several recent results are suggesting that the collagen packing in mineralized tissues is much less regular than in the case of
other nonmineralizing collagen, e.g., rat tail tendon. To clarify this question we have investigated the molecular arrangement in mineral-
ized and unmineralized turkey leg tendon as a model for the collagen of mineralized tissues. Using a combination of diffuse x-ray
scattering and computer simulation, it could be shown quantitatively that, although the collagen fibril structure is periodic in the axial
direction, it is similar to a two-dimensional fluid in the lateral plane. This has important consequences for the understanding of the
mineralization process, which is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of mineralized tissues, like
bone, are mainly due to the collagen-mineral interrela-
tionships at molecular level. The structure of bone as
composite material is determined by the packing oftype
I collagen fibrils in which the mineral phase is deposited
(1, 2). The axial arrangement of the tropocollagen mole-
cules in the fibrils has been accepted in a virtually un-
changed way since the work of Hodge and Petruska (3),
but the lateral (equatorial) arrangement is still an un-
solved problem. Various models have been proposed,
ranging from the packing of microfibrillar substructures
(4) or quasihexagonal packing schemes (5, 6) to an ar-
rangement in concentric layers (7). Most ofthese models
assume a regular crystalline arrangement of the mole-
cules, obtained from structure refinements using mainly
the x-ray scattering patterns from rat tail tendon (4-6).
For wet turkey tendon or demineralized bone collagen,
however, it is well known that the x-ray scattering pat-
terns do not consist of sharp Bragg reflexions (as ex-
pected for a crystalline structure) but rather of broad,
diffuse maxima indicating a much lower degree of order
(1, 8). Woodhead-Galloway and Machin (9) have even
shown that the x-ray scattering, due to the lateral arrange-
ment ofthe protocollagen molecules in turkey tendon, is
better described assuming a two-dimensional liquid
structure rather than a periodic arrangement. Such an
interpretation is also supported by growth models for
collagen fibrils (1O).

Moreover, for mineralized tissues there are some re-
cent observations which are difficult to explain under the
assumption of a periodic lateral arrangement of mole-
cules in the collagen fibrils. First, it was found that the
Bragg-spacing between the molecules, as deduced from
the maximum position of the diffuse x-ray spot, de-
creases with increasing mineral content (1 , 12). Assum-
ing a crystalline arrangement of the molecules in the fi-
brils, this would imply that (due to lack ofspace) mineral
crystals can not be located within the overlap zone ofthe
fibrils ( 12), which is in clear contradiction to recent elec-
tron microscopic observations (13-16). Secondly, the

average thickness of mineral crystals in bone, as deter-
mined recently by small-angle x-ray scattering (17, 18),
is in the order of 3-4 nm for mice and rats. This is much
larger than the typical size of a "hole" (= 1.5 nm [1]) in
the gap zone (hole zone) of a collagen fibril. Neverthe-
less, x-ray data show the presence of such mineral crys-
tals, particularly inside the gap zone (19, 17), but with no
trace of lateral order ( 17, 18).

In order to elucidate these problems, we have reinves-
tigated the structure of wet, dry and mineralized turkey
leg tendon using a quantitative diffuse x-ray scattering
method. Turkey leg tendon is, indeed, an ideal model
system because tissue with varying degrees ofmineraliza-
tion can be studied on the same sample (13). The calcifi-
cation of turkey leg tendon has already been studied by
electron microscopy (13-16) as well as x-ray scattering
(18-20). The only drawback of this system is that the
shape of the mineral crystals may not be the same in
turkey tendon and in bone ( 18).
We further use computer simulation to compare quan-

titatively the measured x-ray spectra to a model which
assumes a fluid-like lateral arrangement of molecules in
collagen fibrils. This model is shown to account for the
observed x-ray scattering patterns and is used to derive a
new picture for the collagen-mineral relationship in min-
eralized tendon and bone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation
Leg tendons were obtained from 14-wk-old turkeys immediately post-
mortem. It is well known (13) that these tendons exhibit a strongly
mineralized and an unmineralized part with an intermediate region
between. The tendons were investigated without further dissection ei-
ther in the native state or after extensive vacuum drying (3 d in vac-
uum). In each case, the whole tendon was placed into the x-ray appara-
tus with the axial collagen direction perpendicular to the incoming
x-ray beam. The thickness of the samples was typically a few milli-
meters in the native state. Measurements were carried out in regions
where the tendon was fully mineralized and in others where it was
unmineralized. But this provided information only for the native and
for the completely dry state of the tendon.
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To investigate the drying procedure in more detail, another proce-
dure has also been used for sample preparation, where it was not neces-
sary to demount the sample between successive measurements (to
make sure that always the same region of the sample is covered by the
x-ray beam). Immediately after dissection, some tendons were placed
into diethylene glycol and treated like in the first step of the water-free
embedding method, described, e.g., by Landis et al. (21), without the
subsequent polymerization reaction. The glycol is known to replace the
water in the sample (21), which was verifyed by measuring the samples
immediately after glycol immersion. Indeed, the corresponding x-ray
spectra were found similar to the spectra from native tendon. After the
glycol treatment, the samples were placed (without container) into the
vacuum chamber of the x-ray apparatus and measured continuously
for about three days. As glycol is much less volatile than water, the
drying process was slow enough to follow it in situ, with a typical time
of one hour per spectrum to provide sufficient counting statistics.

X-ray scattering
X-ray scattering experiments were performed using a pinhole camera
(with 25 or 100 cm between sample and detector) mounted on a rotat-
ing-anode x-ray generator operated with Cu-Ka radiation (wavelength
z = 0.154 nm). The x-ray scattering intensity l(k) was collected as a
function of the scattering vector k (k = 4irx/z sin (0/2), where 0 is the
angle between incident and scattered x-ray beam) using a linear posi-
tion-sensitive proportional counter.

Hard disk fluid
This model was initially proposed by Woodhead-Galloway and Ma-
chin (22) to describe the equatorial structure of collagen (typeI) fibrils,
and we use their treatment with some modifications. Assuming an
undistorted collagen fibril and neglecting the difference between gap
and overlap zone, the scattering in the lateral (or equatorial) direction is
given by

l(k) = loS(k)F(k), (1)

where1l is a constant (22). F(k) is the equatorial trace of the structure
function of a single protocollagen molecule and S(k) describes the
correlation in the positions of the molecules in the equatorial plane. In
the case ofa regular equatorial arrangement on lattice positions, S(k) is
zero outside some discrete positions corresponding to the Bragg-reflex-
ions ofthe lattice. Ifon the contrary, one assumes a liquid-like arrange-
ment of the molecules in the equatorial plane, S(k) is a continuous
function which is non-zero for all k. In particular, approximating the
equatorial cross-section ofthe molecules by a disk ofdiameter D (corre-
sponding to the smallest possible distance between two molecules) and
assuming that the disks can not overlap, one obtains a so-called hard-
disk fluid (22-24). This model system has been extensively studied in
statistical mechanics and, in particular, the function S(k) is well
known. In a good approximation it can be written

S(k) = Spy(/, kD), (2)

whereX is the packing fraction of the liquid, i.e.:

,= w7rD2/4, (3)

w being the number of molecules by unit surface in the equatorial
plane. Spy can be calculated by solving the Percus-Yevick integral
equation (24). In this paper, we follow the prescriptions by Woodhead-
Galloway and Machin (22) to perform these numerical calculations.
A first estimate for the structure factor F(k) (Eq. 1) ofthe protocolla-

gen molecule may be obtained in approximating the molecule by a
cylinder of diameter D with uniform electron density: this was used in
the original model by Woodhead-Galloway and Machin (22). To avoid
this unrealistic assumption, we have calculated F(k), taking the atomic
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FIGURE I Structure factor of a collagen molecule F(k) in projection
onto the equatorial plane. The full line (A) shows the calculation using
Eq. 4 and the broken lines show in comparison the structure factor
approximating the molecule by a homogeneous cylinder with diameter
1. 19 nm (B) and 1.23 nm (C). The first value (B) is the effective repul-
sion diameter found in this study and the second (C) the diameter
given by Lees (12).

positions in the molecule as determined by Fraser et al. (25) and the
general formula

F(k) = | Z exp(ikrj) ) (4)

where rj means the position of the atomj in projection onto the equato-
rial plane, k the scattering vector in this plane and Zj the number of
electrons of the atomj. The brackets denote the circular average. F(k)
as calculated by Eq. 4 is compared in Fig. 1 with the structure factor for
a homogeneous cylinder.
Taking together Eqs. 2 and 4 and inserting them into Eq. 1, one ends

up with an expression for the scattering intensity l(k) depending only
on two parameters. The first one is the effective hard disk diameter of
the protocollagen molecules (which must be independent of the water
content of the fibril) and the second one the packing fractionX, which
is a measure for the water content of the fibril.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Lateral packing of collagen
The evolution during the drying process of the equato-
rial scattering from unmineralized turkey tendon is
shown in Fig. 2, a-d. Fig. 2 a shows the scattering from
fresh tendon, and Fig. 2 b, c, and d increasingly dry
states. All spectra were recorded using the in-situ drying
procedure described earlier (section "sample prepara-
tion"). The first feature to be seen in these spectra is that
the position km of the maximum of l(k) (corresponding
to the Bragg spacing d of the molecules, by d = 27r/km) is
shifting towards larger values upon drying. This is a
commonly observed result (1 1, 12), and we find that d
1.8 nm for fresh tissue and d 1.1 nm for completely
dry tissue, in excellent agreement with earlier studies
(1 1, 12). The second feature, which is frequently over-
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FIGURE 2 Diffuse equatorial x-ray scattering (circles) from glycol-
treated turkey leg tendon (a) and after subsequent vacuum drying for 1
h (b), 4 h (c), and 17 h (d). The full lines correspond to the fit with Eqs.
1-4 (hard disk fluid) with packing fractions of 0.32 (a), 0.38 (b), 0.46
(c), and 0.60 (d). The effective repulsion diameter d of the molecules
was 1.19 nm in all cases.

looked in the literature, is that the width of the peak
changes and not only its maximum position (Fig. 2).
Whereas for dry samples the peak is reasonably sharp, it
becomes so broad for wet samples that a regular (almost
crystalline) arrangement ofthe molecules becomes com-
pletely unlikely. Indeed, if the width of the peak is, in a

first approximation, interpreted as the fluctuation of the
Bragg-spacings in the tendon, one would have to con-

clude that the disorder in the molecular spacings in-
creases when the density ofmolecules decreases. This is a
typical property of fluids and, therefore, it might be
more appropriate to assume a liquid-like equatorial ar-

rangement, as proposed by Woodhead-Galloway and
Machin (22).

Starting from this model, we have performed a quanti-
tative evaluation of our data using the expression for the
scattering from a two-dimensional hard-disk fluid (Eqs.
1-4). The molecules are supposed to be distributed at
random with the only requirement that they can not
overlap. In the resulting expression for l(k), there are

only two free parameters. The first one is the packing
fraction X (given by Eq. 2) ofthe molecules in the equato-
rial plane, and the second one is the hard-disk diameter
D ofthe molecules, which must stay constant during the
drying process. We have used expression 1 to fit the data
in Fig. 2 (and many similar spectra). The value for D
which appeared to be best suited to describe all spectra
simultaneously was D = 1.19 nm. This value is of the
same order of magnitude as the one determined by Lees
(12) from the density of dry tissue (D = 1.23 nm). The
small difference between the two diameters is not sur-

prising as their definitions are slightly different, the sec-

ond one being determined by the mass distribution in
the molecule (assumed homogeneous [ 12]) and the first
one by the effective repulsion distance between mole-
cules (see "Hard disk fluid" section).
With the effective diameter D being fixed, the only

parameter that varies between the four spectra in Fig. 2 is
the packing fraction, which was determined to be X
0.32, 0.38, 0.46, and 0.60 for Fig. 2 a-d. The functions
l(k) obtained from Eq. 1 with these parameters are
shown in Fig. 2 by full lines. A good quantitative agree-
ment is found between the data and the model for the
variation in the maximum position as well as the width.
The small deviation at large k (Fig. 2) could indicate the
presence ofa background below the data, most probably
due to the interfibrillar substance. Another possible ex-

planation could be that the average form factor of the
molecules (which was calculated under the assumption
of straight molecules) is slightly changed due to distor-
tions of the molecules, which are well known to occur in
collagen (1). Nevertheless, the model of lateral fluidity is
able to reproduce the essential feature, namely the simul-
taneous variation in the Bragg-spacings and in the crys-
tallinity (peak width) with water content.

Computer simulation
To further corroborate this result and to obtain pictures
ofthe molecular arrangements, we have generated possi-
ble configurations for the molecules in a hard-disk fluid
by Monte-Carlo simulation on a computer. The pictures
I, II, and III in Fig. 3 b show such configurations for three
different packing fractions, 0 = 0.30, 0.56, and 0.70 (the
diameter of the black disks is D = 1.19 nm). One can

clearly see, that for the higher densities of molecules,
there are regions with hexagonal packing appearing in
the figure, whereas for the smallest density no such re-
gions can be found. This is in good agreement with the
fact that for a packing fraction of0 0.7 1, the hard disk

fluid freezes to a hexagonal solid (23). With the so gener-
ated model samples it is further possible to calculate the
x-ray scattering corresponding to each particular configu-
ration, using Eqs. 1 and 4 and the general expression

S(k) = (| exp(lksn) ) (5)

where sn is the center position of the nth molecule (disk
in Fig. 3 b) in the equatorial plane. The x-ray scattering,
which would be obtained from each of the configura-
tions in Fig. 3 b, is shown in the same line in Fig. 3 c. The
scatter in the data points of Fig. 3 c corresponds to statis-
tical fluctuations due to the small size ofthe model sam-
ples (Fig. 3 b). These "scattering curves" can be directly
compared to real measurements, as shown in Fig. 3 a.

Sample I corresponds to native unmineralized collagen,
II corresponds to slightly dryed collagen (using the gly-
col-procedure, see "Sample preparation" section), and
III to vacuum-dryed collagen (without glycol treatment).
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FIGURE 3 (a) Diffuse equatorial x-ray spectra measured for fresh (I), dehydrated (II), and completely dry (III) unmineralized turkey leg tendon, as
well as for fully mineralized (IV) tendon. (b) Computer model showing a possible configuration ofthe hard disk fluid with packing fraction 0.30 (I),
0.56 (I), and 0.70 (III). IVcontains the same number of molecules (circles) as I, but they are rearranged to make the place for mineral crystals. (c)
Diffuse x-ray spectra calculated for the computer samples shown in b. In IV all space between molecules is supposed to be occupied by mineral.

It is very clear that the "scattering curves" (Fig. 3 c)
corresponding to the model configurations (Fig. 3 b) re-
produce all the essential features of the real measure-
ments (Fig. 3 a), regarding position and width of the
maximum of l(k).
The lines I, II, and III in Fig. 3, therefore, give addi-

tional evidence for the fact that the equatorial arrange-
ment of the molecules in wet turkey tendon collagen is
rather liquid-like than quasi-hexagonal. Only for dry
tendon, the quasi-hexagonal model seems to be a good
approximation. Indeed, there are already large regions
with fairly well developed hexagonal order in this case
(III, in Fig. 3 b). Accordingly, the corresponding peak in
l(k) is quite sharp (III, in Fig. 3 c).

Mineralized collagen
The most important question to be treated now, are the
consequences ofthis observations for the mineralization
process. It is well known (1 1, 12), that the Bragg-spacing
of collagen strongly decreases with increasing mineral

content. This has led to the conclusion (12) that the crys-
tals must lie between the collagen fibrils and not inside
(as far as the overlap zone is concerned). The x-ray scat-
tering curve for dry fully mineralized tendon is shown in
Fig. 3 a (part IV). We find that the position ofthe maxi-
mum is at quite large values ofk, close to the position for
dry tendon (III, in Fig. 3 a). This is a well known result
(20) and it is also known that for wet fully mineralized
turkey tendon (with a typical inorganic weight content of
60%) the Bragg-spacing is somewhat larger (- 1.24 nm
[20]) but also much smaller than in wet unmineralized
tissue. Note, that the strong increase of l(k) towards small
k (IV, in Fig. 3 a) is due to the small angle scattering
(SAXS) from the mineral crystals, which can be used to
determine size and orientation of the crystals (17, 18).

In Fig. 3 (part IV), we show that it is possible to imag-
ine a structure for mineralized collagen, where the
Bragg-spacing is considerably reduced with respect to
wet unmineralized tissue, but where there is still space
for mineral deposited inside the overlap zone of the fi-
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bril. To interpret the scattering pattern in Fig. 3 a (part
IV), we start from the picture Fig. 3 b (part I), corre-

sponding to native unmineralized collagen. In this liq-
uid-like arrangement there are a number of rather large
spaces filled with water, coexisting with regions where
the molecules are much closer. Assuming that mineral-
ization starts within the larger spaces and that the crys-

tals grow in thickness until almost all the water is re-

placed by mineral, one would obtain a situation schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 3 b (part IV). Here we have assumed
that some molecules may be pushed away by the growing
crystals until they are touching either another molecule
or another crystal. The interesting feature of the struc-
ture shown in Fig. 3 b (part IV) is that there are regions
with a close-packed arrangement of molecules and
rather large crystals between. The intermolecular dis-
tance in the close-packed regions is close to the value for
dry tendon. Accordingly, the calculated scattering func-
tion (assuming that all the space between molecules is
filled by mineral [IV, in Fig. 3 c]) exhibits a maximum at
a position very close to the position for dry tendon (III,
in Fig. 3 c). One also finds the strong increase of l(k)
towards small k due to the small angle scattering from
the mineral (17, 18). Consequently, the observation of
Bragg-spacings which decrease with increasing mineral
content does not exclude the existence of crystals within
the overlap zone of the collagen! The Bragg-spacing in
Fig. 3 c (part IV) is the same as for dry tendon, but there
is clearly space enough for crystals inside the fibril. The
clue for the understanding of this phenomenon is the
close-packing of molecules in (very small) regions
surrounded by mineral phase (IV, in Fig. 3 b).

Moreover, one should emphasize, that these conclu-
sions are true for the overlap zone of the fibril, and even

more for the gap zone, because there is larger space for
crystals. The model for mineralized tendon (IV, in Fig. 3
b) also explains why it is possible to locate crystals with a

thickness as large as 4 nm (as found by SAXS [ 18]) inside
the fibril. Depending on the relative speed of crystal for-
mation and crystal growth, it is possible to locate either a
larger amount ofsmaller crystals, or a smaller amount of
larger crystals into the fibril without changing its overall
volume.

Finally, it is worth to note that the continuous de-
crease of Bragg-spacing with mineral content as found in
bone (1 1) and in turkey leg tendon (20) can be readily
understood within the present model for the mineraliza-
tion process: In the first stages ofmineralization, the min-
eral is predominantly deposited within the gap-zone of
the collagen (as found in earlier studies [1, 2, 16]) and
therefore the overlap zone will be almost mineral free.
Consequently, the Bragg-spacing in slightly mineralized
collagen will be as in mineral-free tissue and drying will
lead to a decrease of Bragg-spacing as found experimen-
tally (1 1, 20). As mineralization goes on, more and more
crystals are formed within the overlap zone, pushing

._)cn
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FIGURE 4 Axial x-ray scattering from fresh (a) and dry (c) unmineral-
ized turkey leg tendon, from fully mineralized turkey leg tendon (b)
and from the diaphysis of a rat ulna (d). The numbers indicate the
orders of the axial macroperiod.

away the molecules in the way schematically shown in
Fig. 3 (part IV). Therefore, the Bragg-spacing reduces
even in wet tissue, as found experimentally (1 1, 20).
When the mineralization process is complete, the Bragg-
spacing is reduced to almost the value of dry tissue (1 1,

20) (see IV, in Fig. 3) and no further reduction of Bragg-
spacing upon drying is possible anymore.

Axial packing of collagen
Finally, we show in Fig. 4 the axial (meridional) scatter-
ing for (a) fresh unmineralized, (b) mineralized, and (c)
vacuum-dryed (unmineralized) turkey tendon, as well as

(d) cortical bone (rat ulna; the data are taken from refer-
ence 17). The conclusions to be drawn from these spec-
tra are mostly well known (19, 17). One observes rela-
tively small second and fourth order peaks for wet colla-
gen (Fig. 4 a). This effect, usually ascribed to the
electron-density contrast (due to the different water con-

tent) between the gap and overlap regions (1 9), has dis-
appeared in dry tendon (Fig. 4 c), probably because the
electron density after removal of all water is similar in
most parts of the gap and the overlap region.
The peaks corresponding to the collagen macroperiod

can also be seen in the case ofmineralized tissue (Fig. 4, b
and d), although this signal is now added onto a large
scattering background due to the small angle scattering
from the mineral crystals (17, 18). In addition, collagen
in cortical bone is not arranged in a strictly parallel way
as in tendon, the peaks are therefore strongly weakened
as can be seen in Fig. 4 d. For both dry mineralized
tendon (Fig. 4 b) and dry cortical bone (Fig. 4 d), the
second order peak is reduced, like in the case of wet un-
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mineralized collagen. Again, this indicates an electron
density contrast between gap and overlap regions, most
probably related to the fact that mineral is predomi-
nantly located in the gap zone (19, 17) of the collagen.

CONCLUSION
The equatorial and meridional x-ray scattering from un-
mineralized turkey leg tendon collagen has been ana-
lyzed quantitatively as a function of the water content
and compared with the results for mineralized tendon
and bone. It is found that the width ofthe diffuse peak in
the equatorial scattering strongly depends on the water
content, which suggests a fluid-like equatorial arrange-
ment of the molecules. Fits of the data using a model of
lateral fluidity, proposed as a description for collagen by
Woodhead-Galloway and Machin (22), shows that the
x-ray data can be reproduced by this model over the
whole range of water contents, assuming an effective di-
ameter of 1.19 nm for the protocollagen molecule.

Starting then from a liquid-like arrangement of the
molecules in the equatorial plane, a very natural model
for the equatorial structure of mineralized collagen is
obtained. With the use of computer simulation it could
be shown that, just by replacing progressively the water
inside the fibril by mineral, it is possible to nucleate rea-
sonably large crystals (as found, e.g., by SAXS [ 17, 18])
even inside the overlap zone. In some regions ofthe min-
eralized tissue (see IV, in Fig. 3 c), the protocollagen mol-
ecules have then a much smaller spacing than in wet
tissue (I, in Fig. 3 b), which explains the common obser-
vation that the Bragg-spacing ofthe molecules decreases
with the mineral content of the tissue (1 1, 12). This rec-
onciles the x-ray and neutron scattering data (1 1, 12) and
the electron microscopic observations (1, 2, 12-15) that
mineral is first nucleated in the gap zone but continues
to extend into the overlap zone at very high degrees of
mineralization.

In conclusion, the turkey leg tendon collagen fibrils
are extremely regular in the axial direction (as shown by
the succession of sharp peaks in Fig. 4), whereas they are
quite irregular in the lateral direction, where they are
similar to a two-dimensional hard disk fluid. This liquid-
crystalline structure is important for the understanding
of the mineralization procedure, because it can explain
how crystals can be deposited inside the overlap zone of
the fibrils, even though the Bragg-spacing between mole-
cules decreases upon mineralization. The shape and
thickness of the crystals, which are known to vary for
different species (18), may then be controlled by phy-
sico-chemical parameters. Indeed, depending on the nu-
cleation rate versus growth rate ofthe apatite crystals, the
tissue could contain either a large number of small crys-
tals or a smaller number of larger crystals. Similarly, the
collagen structure would allow the formation of plate-
like (as found in turkey leg tendon [ 18]) as well as needle-

like crystals (as found for bone from mice and rats [ 18])
inside the fibrils.
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